ANTI~SPRINGBOKTOUR

PROTESTS

n 9 ~~.~
Summarised below are developments this/week in the anti.-Springbok
rugby tour protest movement. The police have been kept fully informed.
Auckland~
There were last minute changes to protests planned for Auckland on
';;Saturday 5 September.

They were criticised at a HOST meeting this lI1onday.

John MINTO came in for partJ_cular criticism, specifical1
The cancellation of Hancillary operationsl!;
Failing to use the 200 tickets available to protesters;
Failing to make a 'concerted effort to enter Eden Park.

During the week trade unionists and other moderates on the MOST
Committee have been able to curb the enthusiasm of its less rational members,

but only partially.

The moderates fear that a contra~t between

the peaceful march planned in Auckland this evening by Artists Against
Apartheid and a violent protest tomorrow could cost the anti~apartheid
movement the support of the middle ground.

This support will be necessary

for future action such as a possible reoccupation of Bastion Point (discussed
/
below).

Wild talk of rockets and distress flares being aimed at the police
helicopter above Eden Park tomorrow has now been replaced with plE:D-sto interfere with its radio frequencies,

Eden Park will be the focal point of demonstrations

tomorrow,

The

basic strategy is to impede the access of rugby patrons and demonstrat@Fs
will assemble at Fowlds Park at 10 am,

There is expected to be a determined

attempt to breach police lines and enter Eden Park.

Protesters have some

200 genuine tickets to the match and some activity inside the grounds is
anticipa ted.
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"Ancillary operations" will be staged to draw police manpower and
harl~as8ing telephone calls will be made to Auckland polic!?

Itlre.aths

commemorating South African Steve BIKO will be laid at various places.
There are rumours tha t Donna AWATERE
major assault tomorrow.

r

plan a

No details are a.vailab1e

.:1

" I

HOST hopes to rekindl(;',
interest in the Bastion Point issue whL!:0'
it still has impetus and while. l\fe\;'J" Zealand is under the scrutiny of ij1t:er'~

national media.

This concept has the Support 0f the moderate majority in

MOST and a meeting is pla~ned at Orakei marae this Sunday.
:

I

Welliri.gt~:

Addressing a demonstration

at the gates of Government House this

week WCL member Simon WILSON: suggested that after the rugby tour protest
activity should be directed against the Royal Tour.

Specific details of COST prote.st plans tOlncn::rovJ
are not known at
this st::ige but there has bee.n talk of activ::Ltyat vJelliugton airport.
A deputat::Lonis 8tlortly expected to wait upon the United State.s
Ambassador.

11 September 1981

ANTI-SPRINGBOK RUGBY TOUR MOVEMENT

Summarised belovl are developments this week in the anti-Springbok
rugby tour protest movement, The police have been kept fully informed.
AUCKLA_J\f.D
There have been no organisational changes during the week.
:!

The

fra~nented structure constitutes an impediment to intelligence collection
and details are known of only one ancillary operation.

"

f'

The Gateway Lodge is expected to be the major protest targettomorrmv
and diversionary activity is planned for Auckland Airport.

/

NOST will also pay some attention

'.::0

the League of Rights conference

to be held at the Royal International Hotel this weekend.

MOST believes

that individuals attending the conference have beer. behind the "pro-tour
movement" and responsible for attacks on anti-tour protesters,
-,

The Service is not aware of any "pro-tour movement" comparable in s:Lze
or structure with -the anti-tour groups and the reasoning behind HOST
interest in the League of Rights conference cannot be supported.

A small number of protesters have obtained tickets for the Eden Park
test.

~7ELLINGTON
A~other small group has indicated it plans anti-tour action independentof COST.

Individuals involved have not yet been identified but they do not

appear to be assocjated with subversive groups.

Tpey consider COST protest

to date ineffectual.
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Wellington

(contVd):

The release of the Service
within

the leadership

been conflicting
on protest
concern

of the anti-tour

evidence

behaviour

report on Tuesday did no~ cause division

however,

tomorrow.

at the possibility

movement

in Hellington.

in respect of the impact of the report

On the one hand there appears

that implements

'I'hepossibility

tomorrow?

one hi~adingfor

enthusiastic~
the report.

that two separate
Athletic

fo': Parliament~
However

to be genuine

may be used by protester8~

on the other hand "working bees;1 have been held to prepare
shieldsPi•

There has

cardboard

protest marches

:Park and the other~

but
V'body

may be staged

implicitly less

may also be partly attributable

to r-elease of

plans have even nm\! not been finalised •

.
There has been consi.derab12 disinformation
;:."

ranks this week.
been nominated

Athletic
expected

The manner

suggests

in which

of vehicles

within

protest

targets

have

has been to flush out informers.

the focal point of protest and attempts

to impede public access

John Street-Adelaide

some of the suggested

a prime purpose

Park will_be

circulating

to the area.

The Mt Victoria

Road areas may be obstructed

may also be employed

are

tunnel

and "mechanical

and

failure"

to halt traffic.

",.

The WCL expects

COST leaderships
the Wellington

by telephone

believe

police

28 August

1981

within Athletic

as lat~ as this morning,

accommodation

advised

accommodation,

some form of protest

has been unable

to be used by the Springbokso

if the touring

party

radio is being monitored

Park itself.

leaves the local

to h~elp protesters

to determine

COST will be
airport.

We

pinpoint

the

.. :;

ANTI~SPRINGBOK

TOUR PROTESTS

,._---

Smnrnarised below are developmen-cs this
{"eek in the
anti-Springbok
rugby tour protest movement.
'I'll,e Police
have been kept fully informed~
Allckland~

;:

MOST continues to treat the Prime Minister as a
protest target.
They have established that the Prime
Minister no longer has a home in Tamaki but they believe
his answer~phone equipment is still in .the basement of hi,s
former home.
MOS'l' plans to picket any hotel at which tb.e
Prime Minister stays while in Auckland.
The v~Sma.lIP~ction Gl"OUpn, (S}iG) led by Donna ATNATERE
..•................
has now grovm -co include representa-t:ives
from P,uckland urb~m gangs as vIell as .the Wai tangi Action
Committee and the ~aori and Polynesian Peopleus Revolutionary
Front.
This group held a separate meeting~prior
to a MOST
Committee meeting last night and emerged to demand funds from
MOST for "forthcoming events".
Without seeking details MOST
gave the enlarged SAG $600 and promised more next week.
At t.his Committee meeting plans were announced ..
to
march to the Goverrior~GeneralDs Auckland resident tomorrow
to deliver a letter of protest addressed to the Queen.
Worker g s Communis-t League (WCL) and other SAG members
Opposed this, preferring to concentrate on their own
actiVities.
They imglied that these would be more direct
than peaceful marche~.
There are now two sets of small groups engaged in
protest activities.
Thpse of the SAG have been matched in
;rganisation,
if not in' propensity for property damage, by
e'Ancillary Operations Groups ,',
working unde.'!:'
the aegis of U1E.'
MOST Committee
Nothing is known of SAG inb:'ntions
c

0

Reference has been made by members of the small groups
working to the Mos'r Committee to If an outbreak of shoeboxes s,
in Auckland and the strategy of stretchirt~ police resources
is to continue.
John Bernard MINTO stated this week that
merely telephoning a bomb hoax is not sufficient~
a realistic item s~uld be discovered in order to draw manpower.
MINTO felt this was one method of causing lengthy disruption
at an airport.
MOST feels that the Police wish to avoid violent
confrontation
with demonstrators
and believe protest can be
pushed to greater limits.
They consider the Police to be
worried about bad media exposure.
NOTICE: LilTCOMPtETE DOCtJMENT
Po:rt of this docun:enl has been
'Withheid ur::del' i.he terms or the
C )/' Privacy Act 1993
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MOST was disappointed with media coverage of 15
August protests and is considering appointment of a
"media liaison officer" who can advise the press and
television Jcen minutes in advance of smaller g'newsworthye,
incidents.
On ~uesdaYf25 August, MOST plans to deliver a letter
demanding the resignation of the Minister of Maori Affairs
to the Auckland office of his Department.

"

The Gateway
attention.

Lodge

is to receive

further

protest

;'

N'a'p
'e Y" .."
~.J..~:.::...

i

The WCL in Wellington is worried at the effect of
incitement in Napier next week by Torn POATA.
He apparently
hopes to participate in an invasion of the field on the
day of Jehe Springhok maJcch against the New Zealand Maor.L
team.
The WCL will only send "observers" 1/;rho
can assess
the Police response.

Wellington:
COST security measures have precluded early warning
of specific protest intentions.
Protest targets referred
to prior to the day of demonstrations
have generally been
disinformation.
Future target~are
expected to include Wellington
Railway Station, and COST has this week undertaken
reconnaissance
of the area around Wellington Hospital and
the John StreceAdelaiqe
Road intersection while planning
protests for the Secon~ Test on 29 August.
1i\7CL
members continue to probe Police rna:!'",.}
e and
resolve.
They have determined that crash helmets do not
fully absorb the impact
of Police -~
patons.
-

WELLINGTON

~ 21.8.81.

THE ANTI-SPRINGBOK RUGBY TOUR HOVEHENT

Auckland

The MOST organisat1ori is liaising with other anti-tour groups
, throughout the country to organise nationwide protest activity for
" today, 19 August 1981,

MOST believes that the rugby match scheduled

Ii

today for Timaru was cancelled in order to give the police a respite
and it is hoped to deny them this,

The response to this proposal

::is

not knm-JIL

National Party electoral activities and premises are expected
to be the subject of MOST protests this week.

It is suspected that the Auckland office of the National Party
vJ1l1 be the target of a ,small group of protesters today but further
details are not known,

MOST intends to protest at the Ponsonby Rugby Club premises where
it

believes National PartY"electoral activity of some sort is planned

for Thursday evening at 8.00pm.

At this stage the intention is to

deliver a letter rather than to stage a demonstration.

The police have been informed.

19 August 1981

ANTI-SPRINGBOK

TOUR PROTESTS

SUJnIl1arisedbelm'l are developments
Springbok rugby tour protest movement.
fully informed.

this week in the antiThe police have been kept

Auckland:

f

Fragmentation
conClnues.
The "Small Action G.roup" and other
ext"ce"Jsts have divided into small groups to size up potential protest
targets,
Only Thomas Oliver NE"wNHAH is to be told of these activities,
but this is to avoid duplication end he will not be privy to detCl.:U.
beyond kno~ing the target, the date, and a rough idea of the group
involved.
Tac-gets on a so-called HOST "hit list" discussed dds ,'leek
include companies, Auckland Central Police Station, DIgby grounds,and
club rooms.
The list further places a ne\. emphasis on individuals
as protest targets and it includes the Prime l1inister, and his
residence, National Party l1embers of Parliament and Gideon TAIT.
There is, however, a move.within HOST led ironically by a
Socialist Unity Party of New Zealand faction to remove individuals
and their homes from the list.
NOvl that the radicals have split into
small groups 110ST chances of moderating their protest have diminished.
Auckland targets for Saturday 15 August are thought to include
Eden Park, National Party electorate meetings and suburban rugby
clubs.
Intelligence is unfortunately
hampered by lack of detail
resulting from the fragmentation
of protest effort.
Ivelling ton:

.

,
This week Workers' Communist League (WCL) leaders described the
political lines of the IvCL and the umbrella group COST as "identical".
HCL discipline prevails within COST bu't there was continuing friction
over tactics.
While the'HCL recognises that protest violence will lead
to loss of support a trio of l1aori radicals is pressing for confrontation
and appears ready to take independent action.
The trio, two of whom have served as COST demonstration
marshals,
comprises Hirini Barney PlKARI, Eruera (Ted) NIA and Tom POATA.
They
all have a history of radical protest on Maori rights issues.
These
thl-ee have spoken of doing "something spectacular" this Heekend.
Further details are not knoHn but it has been implied that there will
be no risk to life.
POATA has also spoken of attempting to undermine support for
the welcome to be extended by the Maori people to Springboks in Napier
to play the New Zealand Maori team on 25 August.
Local opinion is that
l1aori tradition will prevent radical activity on the marae.
.
lVellington protest targets for Saturday IS August are thought to
lnclude the James Cook Hotel and the wine and spirits merchant 11cllraith
& Co.
.~"'-.
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.Anti-Springbok

Tour Protests

(cont'd)

Christchurch:
Of the 130 persons arrested in the city during the 11 August
demonstrations,
three were members of the Communist Party of New
Zealand (CPNZ) and another four probable members or sympathisers.
Protest activity in Christchurch has been fragmented right from
the outset and, although there is an umbrella organisation in the
.city, the range of small groups has severely hindered intelligence
, collection.
We suspect an association between Christchurch CPNZ members and
2xtreme protest activity but have noOt been able to confim
it because
of security procedures adopted by suspect individuals.
Halt All Racist

Tours

(lillRT):

The polarisation within the protest movement as a whole has
meant that HART has now little real control over radical protestors.
It is our considered opinion that HART may hold some influence over
the moderate element by virtue of its reputation, but no compromise
proposal will have a great chance of success without the concurrence
of some key smaller groups exercising local control.
We refer in
particular to the Small Action Group and to the COST/lvCL grouping in
Auckland and Wellington respectively.
0
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PROTEST MOVEMENT DEVELOPMENTS

The following suw~arise8 information received of Thursday
6 August and up to midday today.
informed.

The police have been kept fully

Auckland
The moderate faction in Mobilisation

to Stop the Tour 010ST) has

2ttempted to reassert some control over the radical element represented
by thE!. Small Action Group (SAG~ AWATERE5/
and MINTO). This has Dot
framevJOrk of MOST protest activity"

Protest activi-,ty
{

tomorro(v is to be a march from the city to Nount

Eden prison to protest agaJ.nst the arrest of Waitangi Action Committee
(WAC) members.

Our Auckland office~s consider tl18.t the radical Maori element
involved in these schemes are
the protests
for physical

last

r)

has not been reporte.d

Wednesday that

march which e\rentually
protesters

receptive ;

political ideas

as provi.ding a veneer of ~respectability
violenc8c

Although it
evident

n(l{

withdrew.
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vandalised
The process

vlaS

They see

propensity

by the medias when it became
a radical

elamc:m.t

Hughes and Cassars

or

to their

<

polariE[ltion

I

in control

of the

p:remises many

continues.
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The target for tomorrow's protest activities is expected to be
the Lower Watt Street residence of the South African Consul General.
The tactics used will be a :cepeat of those used on liJednesday5 August
when the march split into five columns going in different directions.
" f'

Four of the five leaders of the small columns were Workers Cormnunist
League (WCL) members.

We have not been able to identify the fifth,

There has been friction this week within the Wellington protest
movement and the e~t:::remil;;t
a.ttitudes of

r

(Ta~maTe Kapua POATA) has worried WCL leaders.

and Tom POTAE
They have made it clear

that they do not dismiss violent protest, but it must be well planned
in accordance with a well defined strategy aimed at a specific objective.
WCL members fear the behaviour of Maori radicals, such as that of POTAE
in Palmers ton North last Saturday, 'will undermine their control.

The

WCL views the Maori radicals as a group to be used at an appropriate
time for activities likely to cause unpleasant results they themselves
wish to a.void.
/

/

The WeL planDing of protest activity in Wellington has reflected
good discipline and sec~rity.
may be

EJ.

For this reason the plans outlined above

screen and the coordination of columns: Ti1axchingtomorrOvl y,r!..l'!

permit a cbJ:::n,ge in target at very short notice,

7 August 1981
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APPENDIX (1) to 3516
dated 7 August 1981

ANTI~SPRINGBOK
AUCKLAND

RUGBY TOUR PROTEST

DEVELOPtL~1\!..!.:~_
~ THE SMALL ACTIOJ¥,GROUP

1.
Evidence has emerged this week that in Auckland a hard
core element of the anti-Springbok tour movement has formed
a "Small Action Groupn (SAG) to (-3nga'}e
in independen-t actions.
2.
The SAG members
thus far
are~

number

about eight and those identtfied

Donna Lynn Catherine
John Bernard

BREI'rENEDER (Donnal"JiJ.A'J'ERE)

MINTO

3.
The SAG plans to operate clandestinely because Bench
Warrants have been issued for the arrest of some of its
members.
~
4.
Other SAG members appear to be drawn from ANANDA MARGA,
which has been identified to date only by reputation with
the extremist fringe of the movement, and the Waitangi Action
Committee (WAC)
The thread of radical Maori activism now
appears to extend' beyond essenJc,:tCiJ),y
fi[aorigrievances
hitherto espoused by AWATERE C':0

"?-

/'

6
A "Demons'trationAction
Committee
was formed. in Auckland
on Monday 3 August, at a meeting of two dozen ant
tour leaders.
Partly as a resul t of thE, absence of the I~ev Andre\-'J
BEYE.R in,
Wellington the radical element predominated.
This group is
distinct from the SAG but it has some overlapping membershipg
i'

Q

Penelope

Mary BRIGHT

Publidly known as a
Workers Communist League
rnernber.
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T'homas Oliver NEWNHAM

plus AWATERE pI

and

Public reputation well
known; not;;a member of
any subveisive organisation.

MIN'l"O•
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TRENDS IN THE ANTI-SPRINGBOK
RUGBY.TOUR.MOVEMENT

I.
Prior to the arrival of the Springbok rugby team opposiUnn
in New Zealand to the tour drew support from a widespread crosssection of society,
It was initially moderate and the radical
voices heard were basically isolated.

20
Individoal members of subversive groups joined organisations
opposed to the tour but after a close analysis the Service conc.l''c~led
that the movement as a whole was neither subversive nor subverted.
I

f

,

3,
The sem:i.~permanent protest group Halt All Racist Tours, once
almost alone in its activities has n.ow been overtaken by events.
In Auckland and liJellington it is a participant in what ~.leterm
:n'ella" organLJi:1tions - committees fo:nned of tepresentativ2S
covering a larger number of other organisations,
These are Mobilisation
to Stop the Tour (MOST) and Citizens Opposed to the Springbok tour
(COST) respecfively,
I

,

'

4,
Examination of the 16 HART officials listed in its OctoberDecember 1980 broadsheet revealed that four were or had been members
of subversive organisations and a fifth, Trevor Lawson RICHARDS, was
married to a member of the Workers Communist League (WCL) , It was not
possible, however, to support the assertion that HART was subversive,
5.
With the arrivai of the Springboks the implications of protest
have become a ,reality and there are now signs of polarising views
within MOST in Auckland,
Here the Socialist Unity Party of New Zealand
(SUPNZ) is fi~ly
in the moderate camp, while a minority advocating confrontation wi~h the police include:
,/,-

John Bernard

MINTd

No connection with any subversive
organisation,

6.
In terms of law and order this fragmentation, evident only over the
past ten days, gives cause for concern.
The extremists will identify
themselves by their smaller numbers and by their activities, but any
influence previously exerted by the more moderate majority has dissipated,
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7.
In Wellington the picture of WCL influence in the anti-tour
movement is becoming clearer, and our assessment has altered markedly
over the past ten days. Although statements are issued by COST
spokesmen, the organisation of protest activity in the capital emanates
from a wider unstructured group in which WCL members and sympathisers
exercise considerable influence.
8.
The WCLattitude
remains uncomproml.sl.ng. It sees ,the protest
movement as an opportunity to provoke the police and ultiBately
demonstrate the oppressive nature of the'capitalist state. Apart from
attemptsto discredit the police, which include efforts to dupe the
media into exaggeration of baton injuries, the intrusion of the WCL
political line is evident in the idenLification of the National
Party as a protest target.
Leading ~!CL members were hoping for a
confrontation at Palmers ton North last Saturday and ~et~ disappointed
and frustrated with the eventual non-violent nature of protests
there.
9.
The situation is changing daily as the process of polarisation
continues.
The extremists are now more readily identifiable and it is
considered that from this section the principal provocation will occur •

. ..
,/

5 August 1981,

